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VISION
To shape versatile individuals, with the right balance
of wisdom, social responsibilities and ethical values.

MISSION
Our vision is to develop this college into an excellent Centre for commerce
and management education to provide quality education to the students to
make them natured & balanced
person who can meet the challenges of this dynamic world and play their roles
in creating a better world
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From the Principal’s Desk

The college in its nineteenth year of moulding minds has achieved a distinctive
position at the National level by attaining an ‘A’ Grade by National Assessment and Accreditation Council. The credit for this grade goes to the support
of the Trustees of OET, the dedicated faculty, our innovative pedagogy and
the very versatile students.
I take pride in stating that our college has fifteen Clubs and Associations including NCC & NSS that conduct several innovative activities. Our approach is
to ensure that students leave the portals of this college with a well groomed,
rounded personality.
Empowering the students and helping them to exhibit their talents are some
of the ways by which we can help the students to see themselves in a new
light. What better way to shape their personality than by giving them a platform to perform and to win, and win not just at college level but at the intercollege and National level as well.
Our students are our future, with proper nurturing we can mould them to
build a better tomorrow.

Principal
Mrs. Snehal Kotak Palan
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From the Chief Editor’s Desk

Welcome to Spectrum—The Bulletin 2016-17, a yearly magazine about the life
of college at Shri Gosar Hansraj Gosrani Commerce & Shri D. D. Nagda
B.B.A. College, Jamnagar, affiliated to Saurashtra University, Rajkot.
Being the editor incharge of Spectrum—The Bulletin 2016-17 published by
Shri G.H. Gosrani Commerce and Shri D.D. Nagda B.B.A. College, it gives me
immense pleasure to bring to you this issue.
Spectrum—The Bulletin is designed to present to its readers the year’s events
that have gone by. The bulletin showcases the skills, talents, achievements of
students along with faculty members. The Bulletin, is truly the evidence of
the maxim ‘A consistent process produce success’. This issue is the outcome of
active support of management, faculties and students.
With all these efforts and contributions put in, I hope that you enjoy every
stop on this annual tour to Shri G.H.G.—D.D.N., Jamnagar.

Chief Editor
Ms. Poorvee Malde
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COLLEGE ACTIVITIES 2016-17
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Parents Meet

Together may
we
give our children
the roots to
grow
& the wings to

Highlights were given about approximately more
than 100 extra-curricular activities and co-curricular
activities conducted by the college along with the
achievements of students. Parents and students were
introduced to various clubs of the college.
Parents of two students expressed their
opinion about the functioning and the level
of satisfaction they received from the college. In addition two ex-students Nirav
Panara and Shaili Mankad guided and motivated the students. The meet was useful
to bridge the gap between parents, students and teachers.

Commencement of
Phonetics, C.S. Study Centre & M.Com

The best
way to
predict the
future
is to create it.

Phonetics is a branch of linguistics that
comprises the study of the sounds of human speech, or in the case of sign languages - the equivalent aspects of sign. It
is concerned with the physical properties
of speech sounds or signs (phones): their
physiological production, acoustic properties, auditory perception, and neurophysiological status. The
College started its 1st ‘Phonetics Class’ on 4th July,
2016 for the college students.
The day 4th July, 2016 is befitted to be a moment of
pride for Shri G. H. Gosrani Commerce & Shri D. D
Nagda B.B.A College for being the first CS Study
Center in Gujarat – A tie up with the Institute of Company Secretaries of India.
Shri G. H. Gosrani Commerce & Shri D. D. Nagda B.B.A
College also commenced M.Com Course on 15th September, 2016.

College Activities

fly

‘Parents’ Meet’ was organized in the college on 19th June,
2016. Trustees and Committee Members of Oshwal Education
Trust graced the meet with their motivating words. Parents of
350 students attended the meet where they were given an overview of the college explaining that the success of students depends on the combination of teacher’s excellence, students willingness and parent’s support.
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Anti Drug Addiction Campaign
“A FRIEND INDEED WON’T MAKE YOU SMOKE
THAT WEED”.

College Activities

Every year, 26th June is a day observed as anti drug
day all over the world to create awareness about the
ill-effects of drug usage and caution people about
drug abuse. The main objective is to communicate a
message to the masses “Say No to Drugs” and reach
every corner of the world with publicity campaigns
through mass media.
In order to reach all the students and educate them about the dangers of drug
abuse ‘Anti Drug Addiction Campaign’
was organized in the college on 2nd July,
2016. 200 students attended the campaign. This event was organized in association with Jamnagar District Police and
conducted by Shri Salim Bhai Sati, Samir
Sharda, Suraksha Setu.

Be All

That You Can

be, Avoid

Cocaine

And

Eestasy

Freshers' Day
Young minds leaving the prospective shell
of school and entering college life are
equipped with lots of hopes, aspirations
and expectations.
To help them adapt to the new environment
and familiarize them with their seniors ‘Fresher’s
Day’ was organized by the senior students of the college on 4th July, 2016 to welcome the juniors. The
freshers’ party included games, ice breakers and refreshments. It eased the minds of the students and
helped them feel comfortable in the new learning environment.
The party was well managed by a team of 40 host volunteers. 400 students, in all, attended the party. Mr. Jainul
Khafi and Ms. Palak Poonatar were crowned Mr. Fresher
and Ms. Fresher for the evening.

Winners:

Mr Fresher
Jainul Khafi

Ms. Fresher
Palak Poonatar
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Winners:

1st
Ruchi Nagda

2nd
Charmi Bhayani

Priya Ghaghda
Divya Chauhan

Red Carpet Event
The event was organized by the girls of the “Women’s
Cell” on the theme of “COLOURS AND WOMEN’S
MOOD” on 9th July, 2016.
It was a talent scan activity. In the event the participants had to walk the ramp wearing costumes in different colors defining the given theme. Orange is a
color of stimulation and enthusiasm. Orange is a nice
mix of red’s passion and yellow’s joy, aggression
when they wore the black , Red is the color of passion and gets blood pumping.
19 girls participated in the competition.
The judgement was based on their dressing style, their personality and their presence of mind.
The event was judged by Mrs. Sandra
Moss, Ms. Usha Pancholi, Mr. Gaurav
Mehta.

Seminar on Breast Cancer Awareness - Women’s Cell

The
only
people
who think
there’s a time
limit
for grief,
have
never
lost a peace
of their heart

Breast cancer means when cells form a
tumor that can often be seen on an x-ray
or felt as a lump. The tumor is malignant
(cancer) if the cells can grow into (invade)
surrounding
tissues
or
spread
(metastasize) to distant areas of the body.
Cancer occurs almost entirely in women.
On 16th July 2016, Women’s Cell had organized a
seminar regarding awareness on breast cancer in the
conference hall of the college building. It was conducted by Dr. Rajesh Gondaliya (M.D.- Gynecology
and Obstetrics) specialist in Sonography, Laparoscopy and Infertility having his own hospital named
“Jagruti Maternity Hospital” at Valkeshwari Nagri
near Gurudwara, Jamnagar.
80 girls who participated in the seminar were made aware
about this disease which is most common now-a-days
among women but the awareness about it is very less.

College Activities

3rd
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Investiture Ceremony

College Activities

The college organized Investiture Ceremony for the Students’ Council 2016-17 on 18th July 2016. The ceremony
was graced by Shri Chandubhai Shah Hon. Secretary and
Trustee Oshwal Education Trust , Shri Bharteshbhai Shah
-Trustee OET, Shri Bipinbhai Jhaveri and Shri Sonil
Shah Committee Members of Higher Education.
The council members comprised of Class Representatives, Sports Representatives and Office Bearers
i.e. Secretary, Joint Secretary, Coordinators of
Clubs and Associations. Trustees and Committee
Members installed responsibilities of Thirteen clubs and their office bearers and
Seventeen Class Representatives and
Sports Representatives were appointed
into the Students’ Council, making a
group 122 office bearers. Our Alumni and
former office bearers of 2016 also conferred badges to the new office bearers of
2016-17.

Today they lead

the college,

Tomorrow they

will lead the

world.

NAAC Visit
The College being in its 18th year, went for
the assessment by National Assessment
and Accreditation Council on 4th 5th and
6th Aug 2016. The NAAC peer team comprised of - Prof. Dr. Yoginder Verma, Dr.
G. l. Puntambekar and Dr. Swami Suparnananda.
The peer team thoroughly checked the documents,
conducted meetings with the Principal, the staff, the
IQAC members, the IT team and the admin staff and
carefully reviewed the performance. They also visited the classrooms and interacted with the students.
The peer team visited the hostel and also took part in
the cultural programme conducted by the students. One of
our Alumni Bhagirath gave a sitar musical recital and enthralled the audience and the Peer team. Greatly pleased
with the performance of our team, the Peer team left on the
6th August 2017.

It is crucial

to recognize,

reward and

celebrate

accomplishment
s
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Seminar on Women Empowerment
A
successful
woman
is one
who can
build a firm
foundation with
the bricks

thrown
at her

A seminar had been planned with a view to discuss
the various issues related to the Empowerment of
Women and to suggest measures for achieving this
end.
The seminar was organized by Women’s Cell
of college in association with ‘Bhartiya
Jain Sangathan’ on 25th, 26th & 27th of
August, 2016.
It was held in the auditorium of Shri L. G.
Haria School, Jamnagar. 19 girls attended
the seminar from the college.

SDP Module II
The growth &

development of

people is the

highest calling
of

leadership.

On the 3rd of September 2016 the city of
Jamnagar was abuzz with 642 students
from 23 colleges across Jamnagar district
for the Second Module of ‘Student Development Programme’, an initiative of
Saurashtra University. Our college took
the entire onus of organizing and efficiently executing the smooth functioning of the
entire event. The most enchanting part was the digital opening of the event.
The luminaries present for the function were Former
Minister & MLA Dr. Vasuben Trivedi, Vice Chancellor of Saurashtra University Dr. Pratapsinh Chauhan, Vice Chancellor Ayurvedic University Dr. G.
D. Gohil, Coordinator of SDP Dr. Mehul Rupani the
District Convener of Jamnagar.
The expert speaker Shri Lalit Chande sent out an adrenaline
rush among the students by speaking very emphatically and
convincingly on the topic of “Grooming and Etiquettes”

College Activities

others have

The empowerment of women has become one of the most
important concern of 21st century not only at national level
but also at the international level.
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Matki Fod Competittion
The festivities of Krishna Janmashtami focus on the lighter side of Krishna’s life. Prepare the buttermilk pots and
ready the infant figurines of Lord Krishna, for the enormously popular Hindu festival of Krishna
Janmashtami. Celebrated with fervor across India
and in several other countries by hundreds of thousands of devotees, Krishna Janmashtami marks the
birthday of the eighth avatar of Lord Vishnu.

College Activities

This event is based on the legend of the childgod Krishna stealing butter.
Matki Fod Competition was organized by
the Women’s Cell on 7th September, 2016.
There were two groups.

Winners:
1st
Jay Kanjani &
group

2nd
Kishan
Chudasama &
group

Each group had 20 to 25 participants. A
matki was tied high to a rope and then
broken by the group, making a pyramid.

Declaration of NAAC Result & Rally
The College, in its 18th year, with a student strength of 1130 and an Alumni of
5575, now becomes the only self- financed
College in Saurashtra to have been awarded an “A” with a CGPA of 3.06 by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council , and the college with the highest grade
in Gujarat in this cycle of accreditation.
The Peer team in their report have very categorically lauded the effective classroom teaching and transparent system of Internal evaluation, the committed
teaching and supportive staff, the effective leadership, the high success rate in University examinations and students’ support through the Alumni. The
result of the assessment was declared on the 16th September
2016, at the 16th Executive meeting of NAAC.
The result of an “A” is indeed a milestone achieved by the
joint efforts by the Trustees, the Management, the staff and
the students towards excellence.

GHG-DDN

crowned with ‘A’

grade by NAAC
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Press Conference

“Media” a hand

that connects our

institute with

The honorable guests for the conference were Shri
Ramnikbhai Shah Managing Trustee of OET, Shri
Chandulal Shah Trustee & Honorary Secretary of
OET, Shri Bharteshbhai Shah Trustee & Committee
Member, Shri Bipinbhai Jhaveri Committee Member, Shri Rasiklal Shah Committee member
and Shri Ashokbhai Shah , there were 19
reporters from Aajkal, Nobat, Bhoomi,
Khabar daily, Guj. Samachar, Divya
Bhaskar, Phulchab, Sanj Samachar,
Times Of India, Jay cable, Anjali cable,
Tv9, Doordarshan, Vtv Gujarati, Sandesh
Samachar, ABP news, Gstv, Rajasthan
Patrika and DD news

Celebration of A Grade

A moment of

pride to celebrate

our team work

The 6th of December, 2016 was a day set
aside to mark the achievement of ‘A’ grade
by college. The luminaries present for the
event were the Syndicate Members from
the Saurashtra University Dr. Vijaybhai
Bhatasana, Dr. Manish Mehta, Dr. Varshben Chichhiya and Senate Member Dr.
Achut Patel. Gracing the occasion were the Trustees,
Committee Members, Heads of all OET managed
Institutions and the Principals /trustees of Schools
and colleges of Jamnagar.
The teaching, the non-teaching and the support staff
members were honored with a memento and The
Principal and the Vice Principal were honored with a
silver plaque. Mementos were also given to all those who
helped us and guided us with their valuable suggestions. It
was indeed a momentous evening bringing to a culmination
the two years of joint efforts of the Management, The Principal the staff and the students.

College Activities

people.

Press conference was held on 24th sep, 2016 by GHGDDN.
It was held to acknowledge the press about the procedure
of NAAC accreditation as well as about the ‘A’ Grade
which was awarded by NAAC. In addition to thank the
media who has always supported throughout the
journey of GHG-DDN.
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T-Shirt Painting

Winners:

Painting your own t-shirts is a great way to have some fun
and make a bold, personal statement.
1st

College Activities

There are lots of different ways to paint your shirt.
Painting is concerned with all the 10 attributes of
sight which are: Darkness, Light, Solidity and Color,
Form and Position, Distance and Propinquity, Motion and Rest. Painting one’s own t-shirt is a great
way to have some fun and make a bold, personal
statement.
Women’s Cell had organised a T-shirt
Painting Competition on 10th December,
2016. 12 students participated in the
competition. Participants painted their tshirt according to their imagination and
creativity. The theme for the competition
was cartoon and abstract. The participants according to their skill and
knowledge perform in the competition.

Yash Lodhia

2nd
Vinita
Mahemdavadiya

3rd
Sangeeta Rani

Workshop For Culinary Art
“Eating is a Necessity but Cooking is an
Art.”
Culinary means "related to cooking". Culinary Art is the art of preparing, cooking
and presentation of food, usually in the
form of meals. Expert Culinarians are required to
have knowledge of food science, nutrition and diet
and are responsible for preparing meals that are as
pleasing to the eye as well as to the palate.

It is
said,
without
the
culinary arts
the crudeness

In order to improve the culinary skills of the students, the college had organized an event under the
banner of Women’s Cell on 24th December, 2016. Culinary expert, Ms. Tanvi Chhaya was the resource person
for this workshop. The participants were taught to bake
muffins and christmas cake. More than 30 students participated in this workshop.

of reality
would be
unbearable
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Winners:

1st
Nishi and group

2nd
Mohit and group
Neel and group

Paras and group
Dhara and group

Master Chef
Master Chef is organized by Women’s Cell every year,
which is a much awaited event. During the current academic year Master Chef was organized on 25th January,
2017 in the college campus.
13 teams participated in the cooking competition
held at college campus.
The competition started at 9:00 am and continued
till 1:00 pm.
There were two rounds in the competition.
The participants prepared fireless items
using electric stoves and prepared International Cuisine like .
The event was judged by Mrs. Tanvi
Chhaya and Mrs. Dipali Parikh.

18th Annual Day - “Global Spree”
A culture is only

as great as its

dreams, & its

dreams are

dreamed by

artists.

Draped in international attires the students
welcomed the guests to the 18th Annual
Day celebration “Global Spree” on 3rd Feb
2017. The Chief Guest for the function was
Shri Dharmendrabhai Jadeja (Hakubha)
MLA Jamnagar North, and the Guest of
Honour was Shri Paragbhai Shah President
– Oshwal Shikshan Rahat Sangh. The other
guests present were Trustees and Committee Members
of Oshwal Education Trust alongwith IQAC members
of the college.
The students performed dances from different parts of
the world such as the Peacock dance, the Ribbon
dance, the Senorita’s from Brazil along with a play.
The Principal Mrs. Snehal kotak Palan gave a very
comprehensive report of the college, enumerating the efforts of
all the Management and the staff in the achievement of “A”
grade by NAAC. Nearly 90 awards were given to students for
their outstanding performance during the academic year and
05 certificates of appreciation were given to faculty members
for clearing NET and SLET exams.

College Activities

3rd
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Archives club
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Functionaries

GYAN DHARA

Inception Year: 2014
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Ketan Mehta

ENLIGHTENING KNOWLEDGE

Faculty Coordinator

Parita Solanki

Secretary
Malay Mehta

Joint Secretary
Priya Pandya

Coordinator
Jinal Shah

Coordinator
Aliasgar Dhabariya
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Treasure Hunt
Winners:
Darshan Punjani
Charmi Shah
Vikram Sugandh
Arunya Shaji &
Ajinsha

Winners:

1st
Genius Sayani
2nd
Hardik Lakhtaria

3rd
Ishan Shah

4th
Dhruvi Gathyani

5th
Kunal Meghani

The event initiated from the conference hall and it
intended to explore the various riches of the college
campus. Clues of the game were kept at different
places in the college campus. This activity was organized to develop teamwork & time management among students. The event had
an overwhelming participation of 42
teams consisting of 5 members each. It
was organized in 2 parts. The winners on
1st day played the final round on 2nd day
and then final winning team was declared.

IQ Test
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) is mainly used
to measure one’s cognitive capabilities,
such as the capacity to learn or understand new situations; reasoning through a
given predicament or setting, and the ability to apply one’s knowledge in current
circumstances.
The first talent scan activity of Archives club was
IQ test which was conducted on 12th August 2016
and main motive of this event was to make the
fresher’s aware of our college campus therefore it
was related to our college questions only.
In this event there was only one round played. The
participants had to note down the answers of IQ questions on paper. Then the students played brainy game
wherein general quiz questions were asked. The event
was conducted by members of club and winners were
declared.

Archives Club

Dineshkumar

Learning can be viewed as a process, rather than a collection of factual and procedural knowledge. As a part of
learning process, Archives Club organized ‘Treasure Hunt’
on 14th and 15th July, 2016 with an aim to boost the
thinking and interpreting level of students and to introduce the students with the college campus.
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Book Review

Archives Club

Library is a rich source of knowledge but as we can see
in today’s era of mobile and internet, students are least
using library. Books which are a reliable and true source
of knowledge are least read by students. Therefore to
increase the awareness among the students about
the various books available in the library and attract them towards the habit of Book Reading, Archives Club organized an event- ‘Book Review’ on
24th September, 2016.
It was a talent scan activity and the students were
given some time during which they had to
explore library and read few books of their
choice then prepare a short review on it
and to present before the judges. Mrs.
Usha Pancholi and Ms. Krupa Trivedi
judged the event. The event was successfully held in the college library with the
participation of 13 students.

Winners:

1st
Rinku Rathore

2nd
Krupa Lamba

3rd
Jinal Shah

4th
Divya Chhatrala

5th
Dhaval Raithatha

Magazine Review
In today’s world of internet, all the students have forgotten the benefits of reading. For information, they rely on internet
which is not true every time. To inculcate
the habit of reading among students, Archives Club organized ‘Magazine Review’
Competition on 26th September, 2016. The
purpose of the event was to update the students
about the different magazines available in the library
and make them read it.
The students were given various magazines to read
and they had to give a short review about what were
the details of the magazines. The competition was
organized to develop a habit of reading among the students. Judges of the event, Mrs. Sandra Moss – Vice Principal, Mr. Gaurav Mehta and Mr. Chintan Vora– Faculty
of the college, gave fair and reliable judgment and also
explained to the students about usefulness of magazines.

Winners:

1st
Shobhit
Tirumareddy

2nd
Krupa Lamba

3rd
Prashen Galaiya
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Best Journalist
Winners:

1st
Hanif
Mohammad

2nd
Prashen Galaiya

Khyati Jha

In this event all the participants had to present the
news and in any language as a reporter. In all, 10
students participated in an event.
The judges Mrs. Sandra Moss- Vice Principal and Mrs. Sneha Sumaria gave their
valuable inputs on speaking skills. Students enthusiathically presented the news
as a journalist and the event aided them to
polish their speaking skills.

IIM Education tour

An
Educational
Tour
Is a
Best Way
To
cater
Knowledge
practically

‘IIM KA SAFAR’ the most awaited activity for many students, was organized by
Archives Club on 9th January, 2017. The
aim of this educational tour was to take
the students to IIM to impart knowledge
about higher studies and to imagine their
place in future at IIM
The students accompanied by the faculty of college
visited the old as well as new campus. One of the
faculty of IIM guided the team through the visit
stating that the old campus had been constructed by
British Architect.
During library visit, Dr. UPENDRA PANDYA Asst. Librarian had conducted a small lecture and explained in details about their educational system, student’s life, faculty life, library facilities, admission processes in IIM etc. The visit followed to class rooms and
other facilities of IIM. The trip culminated with a visit to
Vintage Car Museum .

Archives Club

3rd

A journalist is a person who collects, writes, or distributes news or other current information. A journalist's work
is called journalism. A journalist can work with general issues or specialize in certain issues. The next event after
Magazine Review was the Best Journalist competition which was conducted by Archives Club on 8th
October 2016. The main motive of this event was to
make students aware about the formal speaking
skills with good attitude and stiff vocabulary.
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Quiz on Current Affairs
On 18th January, 2017, Archives Club had organized a
talent scan activity- Quiz on Current Affairs which consisted of three rounds. The first was elimination round
with written test, second round was based on PowerPoint presentation and third round was buzzer
round. For elimination round, every participant had
been given 10 minutes for the test.

Archives Club

The judges for the event, Mrs. Sandra Moss and Ms.
Krupa Trivedi, had given very reliable, true and fair
judgment according to participants performance.
The event created awareness about current affairs among the students. Ms.
Krupa Trivedi had also given some valuable input about creating awareness on current affairs among students. It was successfully held in the library and in an enthusiastic way.

Success Story of the Year
On 21st January, 2017, Archives Club organized an event- ‘Success Story of the
Year’ with the motive that students research on successful personalities, know
about their life struggles and get inspiration from them.
In this event, some participants presented their
presentation in power Point and some of them presented orally. Participants had presented success story of selected personalities in a very lucid way and
with perfection.
Judges Mr. Gaurav Mehta and Mrs. Chaitali Sheth
asked questions to the participants related to their story. At the end Trophies were distributed to the winners,
and Certificates to all the participants in order to motivate them. Judges were given a token of love for their
valuable presence.

Winners:

1st
Gaurav Ved &
Shobhit
Tirumareddy

2nd
Meet Bhatt &
Mayur Nandani

3rd
Krupa Lamba &
Krishn Bharadva

Winners:

1st
Krupa lamba

2nd
Prashen Galaiya

3rd
Sakina Attaria

4th
Charmi Shah
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ArTS & CULTURAL club
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Functionaries

KALA KAUSHALYA & NATYA DHARA

Inception Year: 2001
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Usha Pancholi

Exploring Talents & Encouraging Creativity

Faculty Coordinator

Amisha Rana

Faculty Coordinator

Gunjan Shukla

Secretary

Virendrasinh Jadeja

Joint Secretary
Parth Vara

Coordinator
Neel Gokalgandhi

Coordinator
Pratiksha Gokalgandhi
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Information

Art is your

emotions flowing

in a river of

Winners:
Mode of Transport
Sita Swayamvar

Group Ramp Walk
Foot Loose

Well Dress
Jalpa
Mohit Vakani

Well Dress Staff
Mr. Gaurav Mehta
Ms. Gunjan Shukla
Ramaben Solanki

Arts and Cultural Club organizes various competitions like Traditional day, Friendship Band Making,
Rakhi Making Competition, Drawing &
Painting, Cartooning, Classical Dancing,
Handicraft, Poster Making, Rangoli, Clay
Modelling, Photography, etc which helps
students to flow in the world of their different shades of imagination and explore
their creativity.

Traditional Day
India is a country with diversified cultures
and traditions. The celebration of religious
and cultural festivals has always been an
important part of the Indian culture.
In order to make the students know and
learn about the cultures and traditions of
the various states of our country, Arts & Cultural
Club organizes ‘Traditional Day’ every year in the
month of July. Like every year, this year too, it was
organized on 19th July, 2016. The theme of the
event was ‘Indian Culture’. Students dressed up in
traditional outfits came in different traditional
modes of transport which created a colourful atmosphere across the campus. In addition to the mode of
transport, there were group and solo ramp walk competitions. Celebrating such an ethnic day in the college was a
wonderful feeling for the students. The winners were
awarded prizes. The judges for the event were: Ms Nisha
Sharma, Ms Dipal Haria and Mrs. Hetal Gandhecha.

Arts & Cultural Club

imagination

The Arts & Culture Club which is also known as ‘Kala
Kaushalya Dhara’ was founded to initiate participation in
the arts community. Its purpose is to provide a platform
for GHGDDN students to showcase their talent & creativity in different forms of expressions. The main
purpose of forming the club was to bring out a hidden artist.
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Friendship Band Making Competition

Arts & Cultural Club

Friendship Day is celebrated in honour and respect of one’s
friends. It is an international festival celebrated on the
first Sunday of August every year, where friends tie bands
on one another’s wrists to depict a strong bond
amongst them. These Friendship bands are often
handmade, usually of embroidery floss or thread
and are a type of macramé. There are various styles
and patterns, but most of them are based on the
same simple half-hitch knot.
Students are always eager to showcase their talent
and creativity through any activity organized by the clubs. Arts and Cultural Club
had organized Friendship Band Making
Competition on 8th August, 2016.
Through this activity the participants got
a chance to show their skill in crafting
hand-made friendship bands. Ms. Umangi
Shah, Ms. Nivya Visariya, Ms. Aqsa
Khatri were in the jury panel.

Winners:

1st
Gopi Zalavadia

2nd
Ritu Bhagat
Dhvani Shah

3rd
Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi

Rakhi Making Competition
According to the Hindu Calendar,
Rakshabandhan is observed on the full
moon day in the month of Shravan.
Raksha Bandhan signifies the love and
respect of a sister, as well as the protection
and care of a brother.
Raksha Bandhan is celebrated by using a sacred
thread called “Rakhi”. It is believed that Rakhi
(blessed thread of cotton or silk) has the power to
protect the brother or the one who ties Rakhi around
his wrist, from all the evil or bad things. Rakhi blesses him and gives him the power to win against all
odds.
Arts and Cultural Club had organized Rakhi Making Competition on 8th August, 2016. The Judges of this competition were Ms. Umangi Shah, Ms. Nivya Visariya, Mrs.
Aqsa Khatri.

Winners:

1st
Neel Gokalgandhi

2nd
Gopi Zalavadia

3rd
Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi &
Sagar Kanani
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Spot Photography Competition
Winners:

1st
Preet Panara

2nd
Akash Shah

Pooja Kandoria

The theme was given on the spot. The participants
had to click the photographs from the college campus. Few rules were framed for the students to follow
during the competition. The participants
had to click on digital cameras or DSLRs.
The participants had to submit his/her
best five pictures at the registration desk.
Mr. Dipesh Valera, who is a well-known,
talented professional photographer of
Jamnagar, was the judge for the event.

Drawing And Painting Competition
Winners:

1st
Shrusti Gudhka

2nd
Neel Gokalgandhi

3rd
Vishwa Dhruve

4th

Some people are born artists and some are
made. It is an area where the imagination
goes beyond the skies as we say the sky
has no limits.
To nurture the talent of the students and
to awaken the artistic skill in them, Arts
and Cultural Club had organized drawing and painting competition on 10thAugust, 2016.
The topics of the competition were given on thespot. The participants had to draw and paint using
water or poster colours.

Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi

5th
Gopi Mungra

The competition was judged by Mr. Narendra Singh
Layal, who himself is good at drawing and depicting various ideas and messages through such drawings.
The participants portrayed their skills through beautiful
drawings and paintings.

Arts & Cultural Club

3rd

Clicking a photograph from a proper angle and with exact
focus and precision is a skill which everyone cannot possess. With a purpose to give an opportunity to an amateur
student-photographers, Arts and Cultural Club had
organized a ‘Spot Photography’ competition on 9th
August, 2016.
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Handicraft Competition
A handicraft, sometimes more precisely expressed as
artisanal handicraft or handmade, is any of a wide variety of types of work where useful and decorative objects are made completely by hand or by using only
simple tools. Such skill of making items on their
own is a talent in itself.

Arts & Cultural Club

Arts and Cultural Club had organized Handicraft
Competition on 11th August, 2016. Students participated in the competition and exhibited their unique
handicraft skills by making various items
like a wind chime, globe, etc.
The judges for the competition were Ms.
Sneha Sumaria, Ms. Poorvee Malde and
Ms. Khusboo Sumaria. The participants
made artistic items from general materials
which were beautifully presented.

Winners:

1st
Neel Gokalgandhi

2nd
Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi

3rd
Gopi Zalavadia
Vishwa Dhruve

Poster Making
Aristotle believed, to bring any change we
must train young minds. So with this
thought, to create the awareness and develop the responsibility for the betterment
of Earth Arts and Cultural Club had organized Poster Making Competition on 12th
August, 2016.

Winners:

1st
Pooja Dangar

2nd
It was good to see the young minds trying to express
their ideas for a better environment on paper in an
artistic way. The students participated in the competition with great enthusiasm.

Ritu Bhagat

3rd
The themes for poster making was Save Earth. The students expressed their ideas through color and form. Mr.
Narenda Singh Layal was the judge for the competition.

Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi
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Creative Art
Winners:

Creative art is an accumulation of different art subjects.
Students were invited to prepare any object they wished
using their inspiration, ideas and creativity.

1st
Nishi Gosrani

2nd

Arts and Cultural Club aimed to collect some creative
ideas from students through self-expression, for the
students to learn and progressively understand that
resources should be used carefully, to engage the
youth in a creative activity.

Neel Gokalgandhi

Sagar Kanani &
Charmi Khimasia

Rangoli
Winners:

1st
Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi

2nd
Neel Gokalgandhi

3rd
Nishi Gosrani

Rangoli is an attention of colorful Indian
society. It is an artistic art work designed
on the ground or floors of the house or the
entrance door to welcome. It is the most
important part of Indian society. The purpose of rangoli is decorartion and it is
thought to bring good luck. And maximum people enjoy doing rangoli. In order to
enhance the creative ideas and art of our students of
rangoli, Art & Cultural club organized ’Rangoli
Competition’ on 16th August, 2016.
Students participated with great enthusiasm and
prepared colorful and creative designs of rangoli,
reflecting traditions, folklore and practices that are
unique to each area considering all the basic rules of the
competition like participants have to carry their own materials, team should be maximum of 4 members, time limit
one hour. The Judges of the event were Ms. Parita
Solanki, Ms. Bhumika Vaidhya and Mr. Ketan Mehta .

Arts & Cultural Club

3rd

Considering all these, Arts and Cultural
Club had organized Creative Art Competition on 13th August, 2016. The students
enthusiastically participated in the competition. Ms Khushboo Sumaria, Mrs Dolly
Suchak and Dr. Shilpa Bhatt were in the
jury panel.
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Cartooning

Arts & Cultural Club

A cartoon is a form of expression, or communication, that
refers to several forms of art, including humorous captioned illustrations, satirical political drawings, and animated film. Day by day cartooning is being considered
as the most important and reputed profession where
cartoonists work for newspapers, magazines, and
other print publications. Some also work in the television and film industry.
TV and film cartoonists may draw animated cartoons, prepare model drawings and sketches of characters, and draw special effects for animation projects. To give an exposure to the
practical world of cartooning, Arts and
Cultural Club had organized a Cartooning
Competition on 19th August, 2016 in
which students had to showcase their talent of cartooning in the best artistic and
innovative way. Mrs. Usha Pancholi
judged the participants.

Winners:

1st
Gopi Zalavadia

2nd
Neel Gokalgandhi

3rd
Pratiksha
Gokalganghi

Collage Making
A technique of composing a work of art by
pasting on a single surface various materials, not normally associated with one another, which includes magazine and newspaper clippings, ribbons, paint, bits of coloured or handmade papers portions of other artwork or texts photographs and other
found objects glued to a piece of paper or canvas is
known as Collage making.
To give an exposure to an innovative world of creativity, Arts and Cultural Club had organized a Collage Making competition on 20th August, 2016 in the
college.
The competition helped the students to showcase their
creativity and innovative skills to depict various ideas on
a collage. Mrs Usha Pancholi was the judge for the event.

Winner:

Neel Gokalgandhi
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Classical Dance

Winners:

1st
Chandni Ghadiya

2nd

Arts and Cultural Club organized a Classical Dance
Competition on 20th August, 2016 in the
college. Participants from the college performed on various classical forms and depicted their skills. Ms. Isha Joshi, who is a
trained classical dancer and choreographer
as well as an alumni of college, was invited
to judge the competition.

Raas Utsav
Winners:
Well Dressed
Jay Kanjani
Gopi Zalavadia
Ex-students
Anand Sanghani
Alpa Gojiya
Mega Prince &
Princess
Harsh Ghadiya
Jinal Sanghani

College students came together to worship
Goddess Durga for the Raas Utsav 2016
on 30th Sep 2016. The evening started
with the students, staff, invited guest and
judges joining in the Aarti .This was followed by Taali Raas, Panchiya, Chowkdi
and free style.
The judges for the event were Shri Lakshmanbhai
Gadhvi, Ms. Poorvi Porecha and Dr. Gopi Tatamiya. The other guests present were Shri C R Shah,
Shri Bhartesh Shah, Shri Sonil Shah, Shri Bipin
Jhaveri, JVIMS Director Dr. Ajay shah and the
Principal of CZM BCA College Ms. Hetal Savla.
The credit for the success of the event depended on the
meticulous planning of the Principal Mrs. Snehal Kotak
Palan assisted by the Vice Principal Mrs. Sandra Moss
and coordinated by the Arts and Cultural Club of the college headed by Mrs. Usha Pancholi and her team of faculty members.

Arts & Cultural Club

Nishi Gosrani

Classical Dance or Shastriya Nritya is an umbrella term for
various dance performances. In this modern world where
the youths are more attracted towards western culture,
there are people who are graceful classical dancers who
have kept our rich culture and traditions alive
through various forms of classical dances derived
from mythology, legends and classical literature of
India.
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COMPUTER club
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Functionaries

GYAN DHARA

Inception Year: 2014
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Jayesh Gori

Learn Today, Create Tomorrow

Secretary
Preet Panara

Joint Secretary
Komal Upadhyay

Coordinator
Ravi Adhia

Coordinator
Akash Shah

Coordinator
Ajay Bhanderi
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Power Point Presentation Competition
Winners:

1st
Dhruvi Gathiyani

2nd
Hardik Lakhtariya

Sagar Kanani

This competition helped the students in developing
their skills and creativity in using micro soft power
point software to prepare their presentations and
also in developing their stories.
In addition to that, even their imagination
got a new flow which made them more
enthusiastic towards preparing power
point presentations.
Students actively participated and came
up with the most attractive presentations.

Typing test
Winners:

1st
Aakash Shah

2nd
Hardik Lakhtariya

3rd
Parth Solanki

Typing is the essential part. Typing is included in almost every program. Thus it
becomes essential to have the perfect grip
on typing. Typing Test Competition was
organized by Computer Club on 8th October 2016 where the speed, accuracy of students was measured by typing the information displayed.
For this competition, a software named TYPING
MASTER was installed. This software shows the
typing speed, errors and accuracy of the typing
skills of students. The main benefit of this software
is that everything is done automatically.
Like the paragraph is displayed automatically, the errors
in typing is calculated, the speed of typing as well as accuracy all together is calculated and result is displayed as
soon as the test is completed. So we can say that the result
declared is accurate.

Computer Club

3rd

In this technological world maximum deals are finalized
with the help of power point. Power point presentations
help to present the products in a unique style. Thus, to
impart the knowledge of the practical world, Computer Club had organized Power Point Competition on
8th October, 2016.
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IT Workshop

Computer Club

In this competitive world it is essential to have the basic
knowledge of computers. IT workshop was organized by
the Computer Club on 24th December, 2016 with an aim to
develop the knowledge of computers and to generate
interest in the use of computers and learning new
software and designing and developing programmes,
animation, etc.
In this workshop there were four programmes: MS
Power Point Slide Designing which would help the
students to prepare their presentations creatively
and in a very unique pattern. Computer
Formatting which would help to keep all
the documents in a well-organized format.
Basic Animations. Photoshop which
would help in editing photos in a different
and creative manner. Students enjoyed
the workshop which provided many fruitful informations.

Any sufficiently

advanced

technology is

indistinguishable

from magic.

Techno Teria
Techno Teria was organized by the Computer Club on 21st January, 2017 which
was to make an Animated Memory Clip
(AMC) where the students can use any
type of video editing software and to create a clip. In this the students had to click
the photos and make a video using those photos they
had to give various effects of animations, music etc.
It helps for the development of the students using
the software.
The students’ creativity and the production of the
animations is being measured with any type of software.
Students enjoyed making animated clips. This was the
competition where students got an opportunity to show
their talent of animating the objects. Mr. Jayesh Gori was
the judge of the competition.

Winners:

1st
Vikram Sugandh

2nd
Preet Panara

3rd
Darshan Punjani
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Entrepreneurship & career guidance cell
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Functionaries

Inception Year: 2002
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Mr. Gaurav Mehta

From Job Seekers to Job Makers

Faculty Coordinator

Mr. Mital Raithatha

Secretary
Kunal Meghani

Joint Secretary
Chandni Sakariya

Coordinator
Rinkal Pambhar

Coordinator
Payal Jogal
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Seminar on Competitive Exams

The capacity
to learn

ability to learn
is a skill, the
willingness to
learn is a choice

A seminar on the competitive exams was organized
by the Entrepreneurship & Career Guidance Cell on
12th August, 2016. This event was organized specially to introduce the students above the competitive
exams. 200 students took part in the seminar.
Detailed information about the exams the
papers and the type of questions asked
were explained.

Satte Pe Satta
Winners

1st
Gopi Zalavadia &
Group (Games)
Neel Gokalgandhi
Group (Food stall)

2nd
Devanshi Thaker
& Group (Games)
Jinal Shah &
Group (Food stall)

The event ‘Satte Pe Satta’ was organized
by Entrepreneurship & Career Guidance
Cell (ECGC) on 17th December, 2016. The
event was all about selling different food
items and setting up different games zones
and thereby earning maximum profit with
minimum investment.
A cash counter was also set from where the customers had to collect coupons to purchase their items.
The group of students who could earn the maximum
profit was declared the winner.
The winner group earned 65 times more than it had
invested. The event was organized to help the students to learn how to do business and to earn profit in this
competitive era. 13 groups had participated in this competition. Students had enthusiastically set up innovative
games stall wherein the participants had fun and also enjoyed delicious dishes served by various food stalls.

Entrepreneurship & Career Guidance Cell

Is a gift, the

The education system in India is fast developing and educational institutes and various government departments
are conducting various types of examinations to select ideal candidates. A competitive examination is an examination where candidates are ranked according to their
grades.
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A Visit To The Indian Institute Of Management

Entrepreneurship & Career Guidance Cell

An educational tour to the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, was organized jointly by the
‘Archives Club’ and ‘Entrepreneurship & Career Guidance Cell’ on 6th January, 2017. 50 students visited
the institute.
The students went round the whole campus, specially its main attraction i.e. the 5 floored library building namely, ‘Vikram Sarabhai Library.’

The job of
management is
not to select the
best ideas, it is to
create a system

The assistant librarian of the IIM library
had conducted a one hour session and a
half about the admission procedure and
the working of the IIM and the courses
offered. After that the students had their
lunch in the IIM canteen. After lunch, the
students went on a visit to the Vintage
Car Museum.

that, allows for
the best ideas to
emerge

Auction House
A company that facilitates the buying and
selling of assets, such as works of art and
collectibles. An auction house may sometimes refer to the facility that an auction is
taking place in. It most commonly refers
to the company running the auction where
participants buy or sell units of a good. At a
call auction, participants place orders to buy or sell
units at certain buying or selling prices. Orders collected during a call auction are matched to form a
contract. Call auction rules vary by auction.
Entrepreneurship & Career Guidance Cell (ECGC)
had organized an event called ‘Auction House’ on
24th January, 2017. The aim of the event was to provide practical exposure to the students. 20 students participated in the auction of various items. The participants had
to bid on different items. In some of the items they gained
profit and in some they incurred loss. The students were bidding in the multiples of 5,000, 10,000 and in some cases, in
the multiples of 50,000 and 1,00,000.

Winners:

1st
Ishan Shah

2nd
Prashen Galaiya

3rd
Vikram Sugandh
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Economic assOciation
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Functionaries

SARJANATMAK ABHIVYAKTI DHARA

Inception Year: 2000
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Ms. Aqsa Khatri

ENLIGHTENING THE WISDOM

Faculty Coordinator

Ms. Dipal Haria

Secretary
Satish Kumar

Joint Secretary
Ankit Jajoria

Coordinator
Jinal Kotadiya

Coordinator
Hetvi Sanchania
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Club Information

Success is when

preparation

meets

The mission of Economic Association is exploring
latent talents of the students. Since its inception,
Economic Association has conducted numerous activities and events like Quiz, Elocution, Essay Writing, Group Discussion, Motivational Seminar, Resume Writing, Business Baazigar, Manager’s Search,
Business Plan, Filmy Chakkar, Logation etc.
Economic Association has provided a platform to many students for their different
talents and for their all round development. Economic Association has strived
hard to mould students to become capable
to enter in the practical world of business.

‘Quest’
Winners:

1st
Krishn Bharadva
Mayur Nandani

2nd
Ashvin Chaudhary
Krupa Lamba

In today’s world, Growth and Change is
taking place at a rapid pace. To survive in
this world, one needs to be very much updated with current affairs. To update the
students with current affairs going around
the globe, ‘Quest’- a quiz was conducted
by Economic association on 22nd August,
2016.
The quiz was a talent scan activity and the winners
of this quiz represented the college at Youth Festival, Saurashtra University. In all 35 students participated out of which 12 students cracked the elimination round and entered the quiz rounds. There were
five rounds and final round Rapid Fire Round was
exclusively about Gujarat.
Rapid fire round was game changing round of the event.
All the students were well prepared and gave a tough fight
to each other. The questions in various rounds were based

Economic Association

opportunities

Economic Association was formed in the year 2000-2001 as
per the rules and requirement of Saurashtra University as
a part of Saptdhara. Out of the Sapt(Seven) dharas, Economic Association is a ‘Sarjanatmak Abhivyakti Dhara’.
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Extembate
In order to give a platform to students to overcome their
public speaking fear, a combination of spontaneity and
knowledge competition “EXTEMBATE” being a step upward for the improvement in students was organized
on 17th December, 2016 by Economic Association.

Economic Association

Mrs. Usha Pancholi and Ms. Sneha Sumaria were
the judges of the event. The competition had two
rounds – Extempore and Debate. 10 students participated in the event.
Topics were given on the spot for Extempore. For Debate, Students were divided
into two groups- one group was in favor of
the topic and the another in against. Participants were judged on their presentation, spontaneity, content and speech.
Overall result was given based on their
performance in both Extempore and Debate.

Winners:

1st
Darshan Punjani

2nd
Hanif
Mohammad
Charmi Shah

‘Business Baazigar’
With a view that students learn business
management concepts, practically, which
will be helpful to them in their business in
future, an event “Business Baazigar “ was
organized by Economic Association on 3rd
February, 2017, where students compete
with each other to do business and earn profits.

Winners:

1st
Kanchi Shah &
group

In all 8 teams put up stalls with mouthwatering
items urging audience towards them on the day of
Annual function which gave them more custumers.
Competition started at 7:45pm after being relished
by the guests of the function. Stalls of food items like
dhosa, maggi, pasta, panipuri, nutella sandwich, oreo shake
icecream, samosa, brownie and mocktails were presented on
this day. Students got very good opportunity and earned
handsome profits ranging till 300%.

2nd
Akashdeepsingh
Bajaj & group
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Funderstanding Eduteria
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Functionaries

GYAN DHARA

Inception Year: 2002
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Ms. Sneha Sumaria

Creating & Developing Literary Skills

Faculty Coordinator

Ms. Poorvee Malde

Faculty Coordinator
Ms. Khushboo Sumaria

Secretary
Darshan Punjani

Joint Secretary
Parvathi Nair

Coordinator
Vikram Sugandh

Coordinator
Ajinsha Dineshkumar
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FlashMob
Winners:

1st
Withering Warriors

2nd
Andaz Apna Apna

Mad Hearts
&
Desi Remake

Winners:

1st
Monali Malde

2nd
Nishi Gosrani

3rd
Dhaval Raithatha

4th
Darshan Punjani

5th
Krupa Lamba
& Jinal Shah

The motive behind the event was to spread some social message in an innovative way through the
themes: Cultural Medley, Youngistan, Bits of Beats,
Shades of Life & Go Green. Participants enthusiastically presented various themes which gave bundles of
messages. They attracted the audience with a synchrony of songs and dance and nicely conveyed the
message.
The competition was held amongst 6
groups with an overwhelming participation of 121 students. The event was judged
by Ms. Usha Pancholi, Mr. Gaurav Mehta,
Ms. Khushboo Malde on the basis of entry
-exit, theme, song selection and overall
performance.

Diction-A Quest of an Orator
“If you are not going to speak up, how the
world is supposed to know you exist ?”
Funderstanding Eduteria aimed at enriching the art of speaking and public expression by conducting ‘Diction-Quest of an
Orator’-an elocution competition (talent
scan) on 28th July, 2016. 19 participants
passionately conveyed their vision on a multifarious collection of topics such as ‘Journey is
More Important Than Destination’, ‘Are Both - Inferiority and Superiority Complex Bad?’,
‘Privatization of Education System – Blessing or
Curse’, ‘Impact of Rexit (Exit of Raghuram Rajan),
BRexit (Exit of Britain from EU) and RAexit
(Delay of Monsoon) on World Economy’, ‘Are we so
happy living in the imaginary world of technology?’
Ms. Usha Pancholi, Ms. Sneha Sumaria and Mr. Mital
Raithatha analysed the presentation of the speakers. Mr.
Mital Raithatha shared his adept views over how to master vocalize competence.

Funderstanding Eduteria

3rd

Funderstanding Eduteria laid down the first stone of 201617 with a sensational and breathtaking event “FLASH
MOB” on 20th July, 2016.
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MakeVid

Funderstanding Eduteria

Makevid a vivid showcase of video making skills of creative minds organized on 24th September, 2016, depicted a
theme very magnificently. These videos proved to be of a
mutual help to the presenters as well as viewers and
left us all with points to ponder. Participants enthusiastically prepared videos which gave thought
awakening messages on themes like Emotions/
Relationships, Social Cause, College life at GHG
DDN, Virtual Journey of Jamnagar, Laughter the
best medicine.
The competition was held amongst 10
groups with participation of 18 students.
The event was judged by Dr. Ajay Shah
(Director - JVIMS MBA College) and Mr.
Chintan Vora on the basis of Creativity,
Content, Relevance. The event reached its
culmination with suggestions, reviews and
points of consideration for video making
shared by Dr. Ajay Shah.

LikeVid
Funderstanding Eduteria thought of giving a wider platform to the video makers
of MakeVid Competition and thus a new
competition LikeVid was perceived. The
videos of all the participants was uploaded
on youtube channel of Oshwal Education
Trust and the video to get maximum likes
within a stipulated time from 10th October,2016 to
24th October, 2016.
The participants were excited and started propagating their videos so that people view it and hit ‘like’ if
appropriate. The students strengthened their social
network and tried to spread the word amongst their
friends, family, colleagues, etc. and increased the likes.
They learnt how to reach the public to express their views
to mass in form of a video. Finally the video getting maximum ‘likes’ was declared as winner on 24th October, 2016.

Winners:

1st
Dhaval Raithatha
Charmi Shah

2nd
Sagar Kanani
Shivam Manvar

3rd
Darshan Punjani
Vikram Sugandh

Winners:

1st
Sachit Shah
Kushal Shah

2nd
Sagar Kanani
Shivam Manvar

3rd
Neel & Pratiksha
Gokalgandhi
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Group Discussion
Winners:

1st
Krupa Lamba

2nd
Darshan Punjani

3rd
Dhaval Raithatha

Jaydrath Mahedu

5th
Richa Kumari

The contenders expressed their views firmly over the
topics - ‘Is India ready to go cashless?’, ‘Social media
is killing book reading habit’, ‘Which is more important: College or Course?’, ‘Should educational
qualifications be made compulsory for politicians?’,
‘Corruption is the price we pay for democracy’.
The discussion - a talent scan activity was
evaluated by Ms. Khushboo Malde and
Mr. Gaurav Mehta. The house witnessed a
rush of ideas from 13 participants divided
into two groups. 8 participants were
shortlisted for the final round. The session
was enriched by following suggestions of
the evaluators.

Movie Masti
Winners:

1st
Manoj Pandit
Mohammad Hanif

2nd
Rahul Karia
Neel Bheda

3rd
Jevin Budhhadeya
Divya Chhatrala

Funderstanding Eduteria culminated the
academic year 2016-17 with the most
cherished event of students i.e. Movie
Masti – a Bollywood game held on 21st
January, 2017. The game consisted of four
rounds:
- Snap to Shoot
- Pehchan Kaun
- Kan Khol Ke Sun
- Dumb Charades
The game was enjoyed by a huge crowd of 77 participants and an enthusiastic audience. 13 pairs were
shortlisted for the final round after an audio visual
preliminary round.
The game helped students with the mastering skills like
life presence of mind, memory power, interpretation skills,
presentation skills, expression power, etc. The game was
very well organized by the office bearers of Funderstanding Eduteria as a part of Talenttime 2017.

Funderstanding Eduteria

4th

Group Discussion – a platform to express the opinion, respect each other’s views, ponder over issues, generalize the
discussion and conclude with a concrete solution was provided to the young and budding minds of college on 22nd
December, 2016.
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Music club
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Functionaries

GEET-SANGEET NRUTYA DHARA

Inception Year: 2002
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Ms. Krupa Trivedi

Developing Music Talents

Faculty Coordinator

Ms. Radhika Dave

Secretary
Mayank Kumar

Joint Secretary
Disha Simaria

Coordinator
Shifa Sanji

Coordinator
Jinal Shah
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Information
Music
is a
World
within itself.
with a Language
We all

The mission of the Music Club is developing music
talents of the students. Since inception in these 14
years, Music club has conducted numerous activities
and events like Antakshari, Patriotic Song Competition, Musical tambola, Solo singing competiton,
Group song Competition, Musical Welcome,
Union Antakshari, Radio Mirchi Audition
etc
Various activities have provided a platform to many students for their different
music talents and sharpen and polish their
music skills before they pass out and enter
in the professional world.

‘Sur Taal Competition’
Winners:

1st
Shrivastav Shikha

2nd
Pratapsinh Sodha

3rd
Dimple Shah
&
Ekta Khimasia

In today’s time, where Music and Singing
is not just a hobby anymore but it has
become a profession, so to give a platform
to the singers of our college and bring out
their hidden talent in Music, “Sur Taal”
Competition for the music lovers was organized by Music club on 13th August 2016.
The latent talent of singers was showcased on the
platform given by Music Club. In total 21 students
participated in the event. Each Student performed
for 4 minutes on the song of their choice with the
background music being played by Disha Simariya,
Student of BBA SEM 5.
Out of 21 students, the best singers were selected for the
Youth Festival competitions. The event was enchanted by
the song sung by faculty Gaurav Mehta.

Music Club

Understand

The Music club was formed in the year 2002-2003 as per
the rules and requirement of Saurashtra University as a
part of Saptdhara. Out of the Sapt(Seven) dharas, thr Music Club is a ‘Geet- Sangeet- Nritya Dhara’.
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Antakshari
A new way to say musical good bye to Year 2016 and welcoming New Year with new hope and new resolutions, New
Year Antakshari was conducted by Music Club on 31st December, 2016.

Winners:

1st
Pragati Mishra

Music Club

Khyati Jha

Antakshari consisted of Six Teams with two participants in each team. Five rounds were organized well
and all the competitors had a tough time to beat
each other. Today the world is full of Technology,
Instead of traditional way of playing antakshari,
Music club had arranged a new way of playing Antakshari i.e. Digital Antakshari. All the
rounds used technology like showing different slides for different rounds and then
identifying song. There was one
Whatsapp round also. After student’s participation, there were rounds for Staff
members. Waves were followed by the
singing of Staff members with full enjoyment and participation.

2nd
Zuber Saiyad
Parth Solanki

3rd
Foram Mehta
Puja Kumari

Musical Tambola
Every one of us is well aware about the
game ‘Tambola’ or also known as ‘Housie’
which we always play when we are on outing but not played that game with ‘Music’.
Music Club with its innovative ideas this
time made students play Tambola in some different
way. With the help of songs and music masti, Musical Tambola was organized on 21st January, 2017 by
Music Club.

Winners:

1st
Shivangi

2nd
Gopi Mungra

The secretary of the club prepared the tickets with
50 songs options. Tickets were given to each student.
Around 55 students participated in the game. Songs
were played and the students had to identify song and sing it
as well, then those participants who had that song in their
ticket will put a tick mark in his ticket. In This way all the
songs in their respective tickets should be ticked and the
Student whose Full ticket gets tick marked first was announced as winner.

3rd
Rahul Karia
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NATURE & ADVENTURE club
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Functionaries

Inception Year: 2002
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Ms. Umangi Shah

Protecting & Preserving Nature

Faculty Coordinator

Mr. Mital Raithatha

Secretary
Gaurav Ved

Joint Secretary
Charmi Shah

Coordinator
Arunya Shaji

Coordinator
Hemang Trivedi
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Information

Respect nature

and it will

with abundance

It is actually defined as ’a risky undertaking of unknown outcome’ which is also a result of
great motivation. Nature And Adventure
Club organizes various activities like Tree
Plantation, Clean India Camp, Trekking,
Photography, etc. that helps students to
be aware of their responsibility towards
the conservation of nature and lend their
hand for protecting our Mother Earth
from increasing day to day problems.

Tree Plantation
God has gifted us with nature’s bounty.
One of the most valuable gifts of nature to
man is the TREES. Whenever we plant a
tree, we enrich our planet and make it a
better and a happier place to dwell in for
the next generation, if not for ourselves.
Lend a hand

To save trees

If we shall not sustain trees, we shall soon be living
in a world that will not sustain people. Planting
trees is one of the cheapest ways to bring about
widespread improvement in the environment & the
quality of life of an area.
We must inculcate the responsibility of conserving
and growing maximum number of trees. To spread this
awareness a tree plantation camp was jointly organized by
Nature & Adventure Club and NSS on 25th June, 2016 at
Lakhabavad in which 60 students from the college and 50
students from Shri L.G. Haria School, together, planted
100 saplings of Neem, Ashoka, Gulmohur, etc.

Nature & Adventure Club

provide you

Nature has always been important to everyone and everything in the world. It provides nourishment and beauty for
life. Simple changes can be made to better Mother Earth,
So to inculcate the feeling of responsibility among our
students of making a difference, Nature And Adventure Club organized various activities which brings
students close to nature, whereas adventure varies
from person to person.
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Drawing Competition
A Drawing Competition was organized by Nature and Adventure Club on 2nd September, 2016 to give an opportunity to the students to showcase their talent of expression and creativity through visual art.

Nature & Adventure Club

The topics for the drawing competition were:
 Nature’s Beauty
 Adventurous View

Winner

Neel Gokalgandhi

The competitors had to illustrate the theme
with pen, pencil or paint in any form either in colour or black and white.
For analyzing and judging the drawings of
the students Mrs. Usha Pancholi was invited who is the most creative and experienced in the field of creativity.

Lip Syncing Battle
Lip Syncing Battle was organized by Nature and Adventure Club in the college on
7th January 2017, to showcase the talent
of the students o. The competition aimed
at synchronizing music, dance and acting all in one.
There were 3 rounds in the competition.
First round consisted of Dialogue Battle, in which
they had to do the lip sync of the dialogue given to
them on the spot. The second round was of Musical
Battle where they were asked to do lip syncing along
with dance. The third round was Act Mania. The participants had to act and dance along with lip syncing in the
third round.
The competition was judged by Ms. Amisha Rana and Ms.
Krupa Trivedi. 8 students, in all, participated in the battle.

Winners:

1st
Hanif
Mohammed

2nd
Anjali Shah

3rd
Gayatri Tiwari
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Nature Photography
Winners:

1st
Kushal Shah

2nd
Riddhi Ruparel

The participants were required to click pictures on
digital camera on the theme of nature. Participants
captured photographs of flowers, plants,
creatures and so on. There was a tough
competition between the participants who
came out with picturesque images.

Sachit Shah

Ms. Devi Haria was invited to analyse and
judge the competition.

Clean India Campaign
A small step to

save the earth is

in your hands,

Do just the

small things

today

Mahatma Gandhi once stated that
"Sanitation is more important than Independence". He very well understood that
sanitation and cleanliness are integral
parts of healthy and peaceful lives. It is
for this reason Mahatma Gandhi (Bapuji)
encouraged his fellow citizens to always
live a clean and a hygienic life. Mahatma
Gandhi's cleanliness drive was once again revived by
our Honourable Prime Minister, Mr Narendra Modi
on 2nd October, 2014 at Rajghat, New Delhi, under
the name 'Swachchh Bharat Abhiyan'. It is our moral duty, as worthy and responsible citizens of India,
to keep our surroundings, and the country as a
whole, clean. Nature and Adventure Club and NSS,
together, had organized “CLEAN INDIA CAMPAIGN” on 27th January, 2017.
Realizing the importance of clean surroundings, our students actively participated in the campaign and took the
responsibility of doing their best to keep the city clean.

Nature & Adventure Club

3rd

To provide a platform to the students interested in photography, Nature and Adventure Club had organized
‘Nature Photography’ on 21st January, 2017 to showcase
their competence by capturing beautiful shades of nature in 5 different pictures. The students actively
participated in the activity and came out with extraordinary clicks of nature.
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National service scheme
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Functionaries

Samudayik Seva Dhara
Inception Year: 2014
Mission
Not me But You

Faculty Incharge
Mr. Chintan Vora

Secretary
Parth Solanki

Joint Secretary
Krupa Lamba

Coordinator
Irshad Dodai

Coordinator
Dhara Trivedi
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Towards Healthy India: Yoga

Yoga is the

journey,

Of the self,

Through the self

Yoga, is a meditative means of discovering dysfunctional perception and cognition, as well as overcoming it
for release from suffering, inner peace and salvation
It’s a matter of pride for us to enunciate that we had
joined hands in observing International Day of Yoga
as declared by United Nations.
To celebrate the joy and happiness of our
international celebration of Indian heritage, all the staff and the students joined
their hands in the global celebration on
21st June 2016. In total 400 participants
including staff and students enthusiastically participated and learnt new techniques of yoga.

Celebrating ’Azadi’ @ 70
Winners:

1st
Manoj Pandit

2nd
Arunya Shaji

3rd

India celebrated its 70th Independence
Day on 15 August 2016. The country became independent from British colonialism
on this day in 1947.
The day is celebrated with great fervor
across every state of the country, with the
capital city Delhi becoming the hub of all celebrations. India's Independence Day celebrations officially take place at the Red Fort.
In the national celebration of 70 years of Indian independence, NSS unit too join hand by organizing
drawing and slogan writing competition on the theme
of Indian independence.

Charmi Shah

In total 80 students have participated including both the
competition. Students have portray their national feeling
in the form of pictures and slogans.

National Service Scheme

To the self,

Yoga is a group of physical, mental, and spiritual practices
or disciplines which originated in ancient India.
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Lyricing Demonetization - Singing competition
On 8th November, 2016 our Prime Minister Narendra
Modi made a crucial announcement about demonetization
of 500 and 1000 denomination currency notes and made
that day historic marking as first step for fight against
corruption and black money.

Winners:

1st
Zuber Saiyyad

Our Prime minister also insisted on Digital payments and Cashless Economy by which he emphasized on use electronic modes of making payment
and curtail the use of Cash.

2nd

National Service Scheme

Aliasgar Gandhi

To create awareness about digital payment instruments and help people to prepare for digital India NSS and Music club
jointly organized Lyricing Demonetization - Singing competition on 27th Feb,
2017.
Students participated with full illumination and enjoyed the event.

3rd
Charmi Shah

Celebrating Jamnagar @ 475
Jamnagar Establishment Day
To celebrate 475th birthday of Jamnagar,
a three day event was organized by the
Nawanagar Nature Club in association
with JMC and Jamnagar Police from 10th
August 2016 to 12th August 2016. 10 NSS
volunteers of the college also contributed in
this event.

Jamnagar

The main purpose of this event was to give respect &
recognition to all the famous personalities of Jamnagar who have made Jamnagar popular and famous
for different reasons, and to give a platform to new
artists and generate awareness about history of Jamnagar. Maintaining culture & historic monuments, the event
has given chance to creative artist of the city to portray
their art on historical places & monuments of Jamnagar.
The citizens of Jamnagar participated in this event in
huge numbers.

Cricketers

Is A
City
Of
Brass,

And
Popularly
Known as
Choti Kashi
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Awareness drive for rural India
Digital
India
Surging

On 8 November 2016, the Government of India announced the
demonetization of all 500 and 1,000 banknotes. The sudden
nature of the announcement—and the prolonged cash shortages in the weeks that followed—created significant disruption
throughout the economy, threatening economic output.

From
A
Cash

A
Cashless
Economy.

Activities jointly organized with other Clubs

NSS
Underlines
that

Sr.
No.

Details

Jointly organized
with

1.

Tree Plantation

Nature & Adventure
Club

2.

Workshop on Self
Defence

Red Ribbon Club

3.

Diction

Funderstanding
Eduteria

4.

Anti Drug Awareness
Skit

Red Ribbon Club

5.

Thalessemia Check
up Camp

Society for Social Care

6.

Clean India Campaign - Swachhata
Abhiyan

Nature & Adventure
Club

7.

Health check up
camp

Society for Social Care

Individual
Welfare
Ultimately
Depends
On
Society
Welfare

National Service Scheme

To

To help people in this cash crunch situation, NSS unit
of college in association with State Bank of India and
Bank of Baroda started awareness drive for rural India to educate people about cashless transactions. NSS volunteers worked for more than
14 days from 10th November to 24th November 2016. Bank officials had given basic
training on Net banking, Mobile application, POS machine etc. After this training
NSS volunteers visited different areas of
Jamnagar and created awareness about digital payment instruments.
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Red ribbon club
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Functionaries

Samudayik Seva Dhara
Inception Year: 2014
Mission
Not me But You

Faculty Incharge
Ms. Khushboo
Malde

Secretary
Gayatri Tiwari

Joint Secretary
Urvee Shah

Coordinator
Kishan Chudasama

Coordinator
Khushali Nanda
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Information

“Your

A Red Ribbon club was formed in the year 2014-2015 as
per the rules and requirement of Saurashtra University as
a part of Saptdhara. Out of the Sapt(Seven) dharas, the
red ribbon club is a ‘Samudayik Seva Dhara’.

Future
Is
Key
So
Stay
Drug

Anti Drug awareness programme is specially being organized by red ribbon club
to educate today’s youth against the replications of in taking of drugs in any form.

Self Defense Workshop
Self defense
is the
only
honourable
course
when there
is a
unreadiness
for
self
immolation

Red ribbon aimed at providing a self defends course. Self-defense workshop is designed to make students more aware, prepared, and ready for any situation that
may occur in everyday life on any given
day. This course differs from other selfdefense training. In that they start from
the point of attack, and since we believe that
attacks begin before it becomes physical, so we
teach how to avoid the attack altogether.
The workshop has helped to build confidence, works
on balance, self-discipline, improving physical condition, improving street awareness, self-respect, warrior spirit, and fight for reflex, creating positive impact on lifestyle.
It was a 4-day workshop, from 25th July 2016 to 28th July 2016 attended by 25 students . The students were
trained by a student of the college Ms. Hemangi Gaur
(Karate- Black Belt).

Red Ribbon Club

Free”

The mission of the Red ribbon club is Not Me but
You and Care for real God. Since inception in this 3
years, Red Ribbon club has conducted numerous activities and events like Quiz, Elocution, Essay writing, Group Discussion, Motivational Seminar, resume
writing, Drawing competition, Logation workshop
on self defence etc. and thus giving platform to many of students for their different talents.
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Anti-drug Awareness Skit
In today’s fast moving, fast changing and hectic life, day
by day more and more people are moving towards addiction specially the youth are easily being attracted to this
kind of Drug addiction. In this tender age they easily
become prey of this kind of activities without knowing its consequences.

Parents are key
when it comes to
keeping kids off

Hence, Red ribbon club provided a stage to create
awareness about the ill effects of drugs on the people
specially students in the form of a Skit.

Red Ribbon Club

The skit was presented by the students on
15th August 2016, Independence Day.
The theme of the skit covered the ill effects of consumption of drugs, alcohol,
cigarettes, etc., on students, and thus
propagating the concept of “SAY NO TO
DRUGS”. Thus, we believe that for a better future we should create a better present.

drugs.

Good parenting is
the best anti-drug
we have

Essay Writing Competition
The Red Ribbon Club organized an essay
writing competition between 23rd December 2016 to 27th December 2016. The
event was organized to create awareness
towards AIDS and its effects on society.
The participants were asked to write an essay in not
more than 1000 words and submit. The topics for the
competition were:




“Imparting sex education” The need of the hour.
Should there be discrimination with HIV+ and
AIDS affected?
AIDS and Teenagers

The competition created mental awareness by making the
students participate in the essay writing. The competition
was judged by Ms. Sneha Sumaria.

Winners:

1st
Aashna Vajadka

2nd
Charmi Shah

3rd
Darshan Punjani
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Sports club
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Functionaries

VYAYAM YOG KHELKUD DHARA

Inception Year: 1998
Mission
Energizing Sports Spirit

Faculty Incharge
Mr. Prabhanshu
Awasthi

Secretary
Dharmistha Jadeja

Joint Secretary
Manoj Pandit

Coordinator
Maulik Sanghani

Coordinator
Pooja Yadav

Coordinator
Grishma Janani
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International Yoga Day at Andhjan Talim Kendra

Yoga does not

change the way

we see things, it

transforms the

person who sees

is a

condition,

not a

threshold

The NCC unit of college had organized International
Yoga Day at Andhjan Talim Kendra of Jamnagar on
21st June, 2016. The students of the school
for the blind performed yoga under the
supervision and help of the NCC Cadets.
College Committee Member Shri Harshvardhanbhai Shah, Principal of the School
for the Blind Shri Prakashbhai Mankodi,
Vice Principal of the College Mrs. Sandra
Moss and NCC officer Lt. Prabhanshu
Awasthi were present at the occasion.

Digital Literacy Campaign
‘Everyone On’ is a nationwide public education campaign aimed at helping Americans access technology through
free digital literacy training, discounted
high-speed Internet, and low-cost computers. Along with a three year media campaign which was launched in
March ‘Everyone On’ has a hotline 1-855EVERY1ON and a free class locator on the visually
appealing website.
These training programs allow people to learn basic
skills such as how to use a computer, set up email,
navigate the Internet, prepare and upload resumes,
and access their health data. For those looking for
digital literacy activities, EveryoneOn.org is certainly
worth a look.
A seminar on Digital Literacy Campaign was organized by
Sports Club and NCC in the college on 13th February, 2017.
Mr. K.P Pomal (SBI) delivered a lecture on Digital Literacy.

Sports Club

Digital Literacy

International Yoga Day is celebrated annually on 21 June
since its inception in 2015. Yoga is a physical, mental, and/
or spiritual practice attributed mostly to India. The Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in his UN address suggested the date of 21 June, as it is the longest day of
the year in the Northern Hemisphere and shares special significance in many parts of the world.
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Digital Campaign Rally
Digital India is a campaign launched on 1st July, 2015 by
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi to ensure that Government services are made available to citizens electronically by
improved online infrastructure and by increasing internet
connectivity or by making the country digitally empowered in the field of technology. The initiative includes plans to connect rural areas with high-speed
internet networks.

Sports Club

Digital India campaign consists of three core components. They are:
The creation of digital infrastructure, delivery of services digitally, digital literacy.
The Digital Campaign Rally was organized
by NCC of college on 25th February, 2017
at Shri M.P.Shah Commerce College
ground. N.C.C. cadets (girls & boys) from
all the colleges of Jamnagar took part in
the rally.

For tomorrow

belongs to the

people who

prepare for it

today

NCC Cadets Awarded at Dwarka
The National Cadet Corps is the Indian
military cadet corps with its Headquarters
at New Delhi. It is open to school and college students on voluntary basis. National
Cadet Corps is a Tri-Services Organization,
comprising the Army, Navy and Air Force,
engaged in grooming the youth of the country into disciplined and patriotic citizens.
As a part of grooming, N.C.C. Flag-in Ceremony of
Dwarkadhish Sailing Expedition and the Digital Literacy Campaign were conducted on 5th March, 2017.
N.C.C. Cadets of college namely Ms Hemangi Gaur,
Ms Khyati Jha , Mr Chirag Manek & Mr Piyush Sharma
received prizes for the Digital Literacy Campaign.
Lt. Prabhanshu Awasthi received the honour for his good
work as an N.C.C. officer.

The biggest

adventure you

can take is to live

the life of your

dream
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SPORTS - NATIONAL PLAYERS 2016-17

No

Particulars

Type

Date

No. of
Participants

Winners

Runners -up

Organized
at

1

Basketball Coaching Camp

University

15/06/2016 26/06/2016

20

———

——--

College

2

Carrom Tournament(Girls)

Inter Class

15/07/2016

5

Jadeja Darshnaba

Sinha Aakansa

College

3

Chess Tournament (Boys)

Inter class

20/07/2016

36

Jayesh Sukhani

Monani
Saurabh

College

4

Chess Tournament (Girls)

Inter class

20/07/2016

5

Aakansa Sinha

Jalpa Kansara

College

5

Table Tennis (Girls)

Inter Class

26/07/2016

5

Akshara Chauhan

Dharmista
Jadeja

College

6

Table Tennis (Boys)

Inter Class

26/07/2016

13

Vaibhav Shukla

Harsh Kanakhara

College

7

Badminton Tournament
(Boys)

Inter class

09/08/2016

60

Mehul Kumar

Bhavya Kanakhara

College

8

Badminton Tournament
(Girls)

Inter class

09/08/2016

16

Shailey Dave

Gayatri Tiwari

College

9

Kabbadi

Inter Class

13/08/2016

6
Teams

B.B.A. Sem V

B. Com Sem V

College

University

4/9/2016

9

——-

——-

Rajkot

10 Handball Tournament

11

Basketball Tournament
(Girls)

Inter College

06/09/2016

10

Dharmista Jadeja
Selected For National

——-

Rajkot

12

Basketball Tournament
(Boys)

University

16/09/2016

9

——-

——-

Rajkot

13 Volleyball Tournament

University

19/09/2016

9

——-

——-

Rajkot
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SPORTS - NATIONAL PLAYERS 2016-17

No

Particulars

Type

Date

No. of
Participants

Winners

Runners -up

Organized
at

Dharmishta
Jadeja,
Himangi Gaur
Rekha Kumari
Selected for National

——-

Rajkot

Vivek

Hitarth

Panchmatiya

Mehta

Kishan

Sunny

Chudasama

Tiwari

——-

——-

Rajkot

——-

Rajkot

——-

Rekha Kumari
(3rd)

Rajkot

B com

BBA

Sem IV

Sem VI

B..Com

B. Com

14

Hockey Tournament
(Girls)

University

25/09/2016

12

15

Lawn Tennis Tournament (Boys)

University

30/09/2016

2

Hockey Tournament
(Boys)

University

Football Tournament
(Boys)

University

09/10/2016

18 Cricket Tournament

University

11/10/2016
to
14/10/2016

16

19 Judo Tournament(Girls)

University

16/10/2016

1

20 Cricket Tournament

Inter Class

10/01/2017

6
Teams

16

17

21 Basketball Tournament

22

Volleyball Tournament
(Boys)

Inter Class

Inter Class

01/10/2016

12/01/2017

13/01/2017

Rajkot

12

12

Rajkot

Smit Bhatt

4
Team

5
Team

Selected for National

College

College
Sem II

Sem VI

B.B.A.

B.Com

Sem II

Sem VI

College
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Society For Social Care
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Functionaries

Samudayik Seva Dhara
Inception Year: 2002
Mission

Faculty Incharge
Ms. Shilpa Bhatt

Study...Service...Sacrifice...

Faculty Coordinator

Ms. Nisha Sharma

Faculty Coordinator

Ms. Jigna Vyas

Secretary
Dilip Jadeja

Joint Secretary
Jay Kanjani

Coordinator
Piyush Khandhar

Coordinator
Jignesh Mandowara
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Thalassemia Check-Up Camp
You

don’t

Thalassemia checkup camp was conducted by SSC in association with the Red Cross Society in the college on 7th
September, 2016. Students were made aware about Thalassemia, its type and the effect on our lives. The importance of Thalassemia testing was also elaborated
as it is the only measure to prevent spreading this
disorder.

need

a reason

people

The
best way
to find
yourself
is
to lose
yourself
in the
service
of
others

The camp was another evidence of the
commendable efforts on the part of the
college for an overall development of the

Seminar on Thalassemia
Genetic counseling is the communication
process of providing information and support to individuals and families with a diagnosis and/or risk of occurrence of an inherited disorder. Culturally sensitive genetic
counseling, with an emphasis on reproductive issues, is an integral and necessary component of comprehensive care for patients and parents
affected by all forms of thalassemia disease and trait.
A Thalassemia check-up camp was conducted in the
college campus in association with the Red Cross Society on 7th of September, 2016. 199 students got the
check-up done and 15 students were detected as Thalassemia minor. On 14th September, 2016 SSC Club organized
Thalassemia counseling session at 10:00 a.m. in the board room
to guide and provide expert advice to the students and parents
of thalassemia minor. Expert advice was given by Dr. Joban
Modha.

Society For Social Care

to help

The Guest of honour Shri Bipinbhai Jhaveri, Vice
Principal Mrs. Sandra Moss and Mrs. & Mr. Vithlani
threw light on the health issues faced by people with
Thalassemia. 199 students were present for
the check-up out of which 15 students
were detected with Thalassemia minor.
Later a counseling session was arranged
for them.
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Donation
A donation is something that is given without any expectation of receiving anything of value in return. College had
organized a visit to Kharaberaja Prathmik Shala under the
banner of Society for Social Care on 13th August, 2016.
45 students, along with faculty Dr. Shilpa Bhatt
and Ms. Jigna Vyas, contributed towards the betterment of the society. They donated school bags to 60
primary school students. Vice Principal Mrs. Sandra
Moss was also a part of this visit.

A
grateful
heart
is a

Society For Social Care

magnet
On 25th January, 2017, Society for Social
Care had organized a visit to the school for
the deaf and the dumb located in Jamnagar city. The students, accompanied by
the faculties in-charge of Society for Social Care, Dr. Shilpa Bhatt and Mrs.
Jigna Vyas had visited the school to donate three single beds and food packets to
around 40 students.

Health Check-Up Camp
It is well said that “Health is Wealth”.
The greatest wealth of all living beings is
their health. Once it is lost it is really difficult to regain it. Hence, we should look
forward to remaining Healthy, Wealthy
and Wise. Health is a relationship between
you and your body.
Society for Social Care conducted a Health Check-up
Camp on 25th February, 2017. 174 students, in all,
underwent a thorough Dental, Eye, General & Gynecological (for girls) check-up.
The chief guests at the camp present were - Dean of
the Dental College, Dr. Nayanaben Patel, Principal
Mrs. Snehal Kotak Palan and Vice-Principal Mrs. Sandra
Moss.
Resident doctors of the Dental College and Shri G. G.
Hospital were invited for the check-up of the students.

for
miracles

Take care
of
your health.
Many lose their
health
to make
money and
then lose their
money
to restore
their health
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High fliers 2016-17
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LAUDABLE ACHIEVERS’ (PROFICIENCY AWARDS) 2015-16

RAITHATHA NEHA

GANDHI NIRALI

B.Com - 1st

B.B.A. - 1st

Semester I & II

Semester I & II

GOSRANI NISHI

LAMBA KRUPA

B.Com - 2nd

B.B.A. - 2nd

Semester I & II

Semester I & II

INDORIYA DHAVAL

ZALAVADIA GOPI

B.Com - 3rd

B.B.A. - 3rd

Semester I & II

Semester I & II

CHAUDHARI ASHVIN

SHAH KANCHI

B.Com - 1st

B.B.A. - 1st

Semester III & IV

Semester III & IV

DHRANGU DIPALI

CHANDRA PUNIT

B.Com - 2nd

B.B.A. - 2nd

Semester III & IV

Semester III & IV

SHAH ISHITA

GAUR HIMANGI

B.Com - 3rd

B.B.A. - 3rd

Semester III & IV

Semester III & IV
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LAUDABLE ACHIEVERS’ (PROFICIENCY AWARDS) 2015-16

KANAKHARA KHUSHBU

SORATHIA KARAN

B.Com - 1st

B.B.A. - 1st

Semester V & VI

Semester V & VI

KANJANI HEENA

KANAKHARA KIRTI

B.Com - 2nd

B.B.A. - 2nd

Semester V & VI

Semester V & VI

HARIA MILI

MIN BHAVIK

B.Com - 3rd

B.B.A. - 3rd

Semester V & VI

Semester V & VI

HIGHEST MARKS IN MATHS & STATISTICS 2015-16
(GIVEN BY MEDIWALA FAMILY)

INDORIYA DHAVAL

SAKARIYA CHANDNI

B.Com—I & II

B.B.A.—I & II

Maths - 89

Maths - 93.5

SHAH KANCHI

KANJANI HEENA

B.B.A.—III & IV

B.Com—V & VI

Statistics - 88

Statistics - 94.5
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MAXIMUM ATTENDANCE AWARD 2016-17

DWIVEDI SAMBHAVI

MAKHECHA VIDHI

B.B.A.– 95%

B.B.A.– 93%

Semester I & II

Semester I & II

PARMAR MILAN

KANSARA JALPA

B.B.A.– 93%

B.B.A.– 96%

Semester I & II

Semester V & VI

MUNGRA GOPI

MENPARA CHETAN

B.B.A.– 94%

B.B.A.– 97%

Semester V & VI

Semester I & II

RAJESH AWARD - 2015-16
(GIVEN BY SHAH VELJI KACHRA FAMILY)

RAITHATHA NEHA

CHAUDHARI ASHVIN

B.Com - 79.25

B.Com - 82.78

Semester I & II

Semester III & IV

KANAKHARA KHUSHBU
B.Com - 86.57
Semester V & VI
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BEST PRESENTER 2016-17

HARIA DHARA

BHEDA NEEL

B.Com

B.B.A.

Semester I & II

Semester I & II

RATHOD JAYRATH

LAMBA KRUPA

B.Com

B.B.A.

Semester III& IV

Semester III & IV

TIWARI GAYATRI

PUROHIT EESHA

B.Com

B.B.A.

Semester V & VI

Semester V & VI

BEST PROJECT 2016-17

PRERAK VORA

PREET PANARA

B.B.A.

B.B.A.

Semester V & VI

Semester III & IV
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BEST ASSIGNMENT 2016-17

KHIMASIYA EKTA

RAO SHRUTI

B.Com

B.B.A.

Semester I & II

Semester I & II

PARMAR MAYUR

ZALAVADIA GOPI

B.Com

B.B.A.

Semester III & IV

Semester III & IV

SHAH CHARMI

MUNGRA GOPI

B.Com

B.B.A.

Semester V & VI

Semester V & VI

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS-2016-2017

GANDHI NIRALI

RAITHATHA NEHA

B.B.A.

B.Com

Semester III & IV

Semester III & IV

HADIYAL ANJU
B.Com
Semester III & IV
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HONOURING THE FRONTIERS 2016-17

MANOJ PANDIT

KIRTEE KUMARI

Sports Champion (Boys)

Sports Champion (Girls)

MAHIPAL JADEJA

VAIBHAV BANSAL

Best Sports Representative

Best Cricketer

VISHWAJEETSINH PARMAR

SHAKTIRAJSINH JADEJA

Man of the Series

Best NCC Cadet (Boys)

HIMANGI GOR

KRUPA LAMBA

Best NCC Cadet (Girls)

Super Talent of the Year

NEEL GOKALGANDHI

ASHWIN CHOUDHARI

Out performer of the year

Best Reader

JAYENDRASINH JADEJA
Optimum Utilization of
Library

MAYANK KUMAR
Facilitator of College
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HONOURING THE FRONTIERS 2016-17

GAYATRI TIWARI

CHARMI SHAH

All Rounder

Best Office Bearer

MALAY MEHTA

NEEL GOKALGANDHI

Best Office Bearer

Most Cooperative Student

SAGAR KANANI

SATISH KUMAR

Most Cooperative Student

Collective Work & Responsibility

ANKIT JAJORIA

JINAL SHAH

Collective Work & Responsibility

Collective Work & Responsibility

SACHIN KUMAR

DILIPSINH JADEJA

Collective Work & Responsibility

Best Social Worker

JIGNESH MANDOWARA

PRERAK VORA

Best Social Worker

Best Class Representative
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HONOURING THE FRONTIERS 2016-17

GRISHMA JANANI

RIDDHI RUPAREL

Best Class Representative

Excelsior of the College

KIRTEE KUMARI

PARTH SOLANKI

Excelsior of the College

Best NSS Cadet (Boys)

GAYATRI TIWARI

SHIVAM MANVAR

Best NSS Cadet (Girls)

IT GENIUS

PREET PANARA

VIKRAM SUGANDH

IT GENIUS

IT GENIUS

DARSHAN PUNJANI

DHAVAL RAITHATHA

Excellence in Leadership

BEST ANCHOR

KRUPA LAMBA

VICKYRAJSINH JADEJA

BEST ANCHOR

Improved Conduct
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HONOURING THE FRONTIERS 2016-17

PARTH VARA

PRATAPSINH SODHA

Improved Conduct

Improved Conduct

NEHA RAITHATHA
SHOBHIT’S PARENTS

Achiever of the Year

Best Parent

All India 39th Rank in
Intermediate (IPC) Exam of ICAI

Achievements at University & National Level 2016-17

No.

Student Name

Class

1

Neel Gokalgandhi

1st – Collage Making (Youth Festival)

2

Nishi Gosrani

2nd – Creative Art (Youth Festival)

3

Gayatri Tiwari
Krupa Lamba
Arunya Shahji

3rd - Western Group Song
(Youth Festival)

Ajinsha Dineshkumar
Parwati Nair

4

Nishi Gosrani

1st – All India Essay Writing Competition
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HONOURING THE FRONTIERS 2016-17

BHAVIN SHAH

KARAN DAVDA

Benefactor Of The College

Benefactor Of The College

MR. HARSHILBHAI SHAH

B.COM
TALENTED GROUP

Benefactor Of The College

B. COM

B. COM

Sem V-VI
‘B’

Sem III-IV
BEST CLASS

‘C’

BEST CLASS

HONOURING THE FACULTIES 2016-17

MR. GAURAV MEHTA

MRS. GUNJAN SHUKLA

NET Qualified

NET & SLET Qualified

MS. SNEHA SUMARIA
NET Qualified

MR. CHINTAN VORA
SLET Qualified
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EXEMPLARY ACHIEVERS’ - 2016-17
No

Student Name

Class

Specification

1

VIVEK PANCHMATIYA

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

LAWN TENNIS-2ND

2

VAIBHAV SHUKLA

B.COM.SEM - III-IV

TABLE TENNIS-3RD

3

GAYATRI TIWARI

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

SWIMMING-50 MTS BREAST STROKE-1ST

4

GAYATRI TIWARI

B.COM.SEM- V-VI

SWIMMING- 100 MTS BREAST STOKE-2ND

5

GAYATRI TIWARI

B.COM.SEM- V-VI

SWIMMING-50 MTS FREE STYLE-2ND

6

KHUSHALI NANDA

B.B.A.SEM - V-VI

100 MTS BACK STROKE-3RD

7

KHUSHALI NANDA

B.B.A.SEM - V-VI

100 MTS FREE STYLE-3RD

8

MEHUL SAVDHARIA

B.COM. SEM III-IV

BADMINTON-3RD

9

SHAILEE DAVE

B.B.A. SEM - I-II

BADMINTON-2ND

10

KIRTEE KUMARI

B.COM SEM - I-II

ATLETHICS 200 MTS RACE- 1ST

11

KIRTEE KUMARI

B.COM SEM - I-II

ATLETHICS 100 MTS RACE- 1ST

12

CHIRAG MANEK

B.B.A. SEM - I-II

ATLETHICS 400 MTS HURDLES RACE-3RD

13

VARUN GOSWAMI

B.COM SEM - I-II

SWIMMING-50 MTS FREE STYLE-3RD

14

REKHA KUMARI

B.COM SEM - I-II

JUDO-3RD
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SPORTS - NATIONAL PLAYERS 2016-17
No.

Student Name

Class

Specification

1

RIDDHI RUPAREL

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

CRICKET

2

SMIT BHATT

B.COM SEM - I-II

CRICKET

3

DHARMISHTHA JADEJA

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

BASKETBALL

4

VAIBHAV SHUKLA

B.COM.SEM - III-IV

TABLE TENNIS

5

VIVEK PANCHMATIYA

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

LAWN TENNIS

6

HITARTH MEHTA

B.B.A SEM III-IV

LAWN TENNIS

7

DHARMISHTHA JADEJA

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

HOCKEY

8

HIMANI GAUR

B.B.A.SEM - V-VI

HOCKEY

9

REKHA KUMARI

B.COM SEM - I-II

HOCKEY

10

KISHAN CHUDASAMA

B.COM.SEM - V-VI

HOCKEY

11

SUNNY TIWARI

B.COM.SEM - III-IV

HOCKEY

12

SHAILEE DAVE

B.B.A. SEM - I-II

BADMINTON

13

MEHUL SAVDHARIA

B.COM. SEM III-IV

BADMINTON

14

KIRTEE KUMARI

B.COM SEM - I-II

ATLETHICS
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Glimpses of the year 2016-17
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Glimpses of the year 2016-17
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